
Underappreciated 
Uruguay: a prosperous, 

and progressive “Hidden 
Gem” 

The capital Montevideo and seaside resort Punta Del 
Este have prospered in this cow country sandwiched 
between former rivals Argentina and Brazil, but Uruguay 
surpassed them in quality of life and democracy. 
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Who am I?

◼ Farm boy from Indiana

◼ Economics PhD 

◼ Retired business executive/professor

◼ Interest in world affairs & history
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◼ Former Professor at Peru’s Universidad Agraria, 

UC Berkeley, VA Tech, Purdue, NC State

◼ Lecturer on  6 cruise lines since 2009

◼ Traveled widely - 5 continents & 56 countries

◼ Welcome opportunity to meet and chat with you



What’s my “itch”?

◼ To understand differences & causes of                     in 
wealth and modernization of nations

◼ I’ll offer a historical overview and present 
perspective of countries and cities in the region:

◼ Why was tiny Uruguay the first to democratize and become 
most prosperous?

◼ Why is Argentina so puzzling? Once world’s #6, has declined 
to #62 and been do unstable for a century?

◼ Why has Brazil, despite its abundant resources and global 
ambitions, remained so unequal?

◼ How does South America differ from the rest of the world?  
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South America 
has a distinct 

culture

◼ Africa & Islamic: most traditional & survival emphasis

◼ Latin (South) America: still traditional but greater 
tolerance for  diversity and demands for participation

◼ English speaking & Protestant Europe: more secular 
and self-expression values 

4Source: The Inglehart-Welzel World Cultural Map – World Values Survey (2022), www.worldvaluessurvey.org/ 

Which affect 
economic 

development & 
democracy

US



What has influenced 
economic development? 

◼ In general, global variation in GDP/capita attributed:

◼ 25% to societal diversity

◼ 35% to geoclimatic characteristics

◼ 15% to disease environment

◼ 15% to ethnocultural factors

◼ 10% to political institutions

◼ But fate of nations is not carved in stone

◼ Much can be achieved through education promoting tolerance 
and respect for differences

◼ Encouraging openness to new ideas

◼ Skepticism and a willingness to challenge the status quo

◼ Measures that enhanced pluralism

5Source: Oded Galor, The Journey of Humanity: The Origins of Wealth and Inequality, 2022, p 229
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Unheralded (vibrant) 
Uruguay 

Longest Carnaval in S America – 40 days

Tango as popular as in Buenos Aires

Candombe -Uruguayan music & dance

La Mano de Punta del Este

Uruguay is great place to start understanding South America 



Treasured Atlantic location & natural port
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Montevideo – richest 
capital in South America

Punta del Este - "Monaco of the South” & site of world trade talks



Favorable Geography –
rolling plain, temperate 

climate

◼ Smallest Spanish-speaking nation in South America 

◼ Size of Florida with1/6th the population

◼ World’ most southern most nation, all others have 
land further north than all of Uruguay 

◼ A transitional rolling plain with only 2% forested

◼ Half a rolling plateau of low hills under 700 ft

◼ Water-rich – many lakes and lagoons

◼ Temperate with seasons, extremes rare
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Montevideo 

◼ Uruguay's capital city – highest quality of living of 
any city in South America

◼ Cultural & political center of 1.8 of 3.4 mil. people

◼ Friendliness & helpfulness of a smaller city

◼ Parks, sweeping vistas, and architectural styles

◼ Pleasant subtropical climate with warm summers 
and mild winters

◼ Old Town - Most interesting for visitors
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Old Town



Montevideo’s 9 lives 
& 5 sieges over 4 

centuries

1. Portugal 1680 -1723 

2. Spanish Empire 1724–1807

3. British Empire 1807

4. Spanish Empire 1807–1814

5. Río de la Plata 1814–1815

6. Federal League 1815–1817

7. Portuguese Empire 1817–1822

8. Empire of Brazil 1822–1828

9. Uruguay 1828–present 
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1. British Siege 1807

2. First Siege 1811

3. Second Siege 1812-14

4. Siege 1823

5. Great Siege 1843-51



Batlle y Ordonez Park 
with La Caretta 

Monument

◼ 150-acre park, "lungs" of Montevideo

◼ Named Batlle y Ordóñez for first 
President

◼ "La Carreta“- bronze monument of 
oxen pulling a loaded wagon

◼ Obelisk 130 ft tall with 3 bronze 
statues of "Law", "Liberty" and "Force" 

◼ Home to National football stadium, 
zoo, and planetarium
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Iguazu Falls

◼ World’s largest

◼ Argentina/Brazil border

◼ Two-step of 115                                                                
and 131 ft in height

◼ Islands along 1.7 mi edge have 300 separate waterfalls

◼ Half of flow falls into Devil's Throat canyon

◼ Wider but Victoria has world’s largest curtain of water

◼ Iguazu ranks 6th average flow with Niagara 5th 

◼ When seeing, Eleanor Roosevelt exclaimed, "Poor 
Niagara!” (a third shorter)
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Disappointed explorers -
didn’t find gold or silver

◼ Economy developed thanks to cattle 

◼ Like in Argentina – cattle roamed wild and hunted by 
gauchos for hides and jerky

◼ After refrigerated ships in late 1800s, cattle 
husbanded not hunted 

◼ Cattle a renewable not exhaustible resource like gold

◼ Gold attracts a tsunami of short-term exploiters 

13Most cattle per capita of any country in world!



Uruguay reminds me 
of Iowa

◼ Same size & population

◼ Natives fought interlopers

◼ Largest city is capital & economic center

◼ Productive agriculture – lots of beef

◼ Rolling plain - highest point under 1,700 feet

◼ Bordered by two much more populous states

◼ Similar governmental structure  

◼ But has year-round highly-rated temperate climate

◼ Don’t confuse with Paraguay, the less successful 
dictatorial land-locked land 650 miles north
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Long recognized 
for favorable 
geography & 

potential 

◼ 83% of land agricultural

◼ Rolling plain with only 10% forested

◼ Water-rich – many lakes and lagoons

◼ Temperate climate with seasons, extremes rare
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“…provinces on the Rio de la Plata … contain an immense 
extent of fertile soil, blessed with a salubrious climate, and 
fitted for the growth of every species of produce.  Under a 
liberal government they must soon teem with inhabitants 
and wealth.” Published in 1818, Quoted by Landes, Wealth and Poverty of Nations, p310



Repeated periods of regress 
and persistent progress

I. 1516-1811: Colonial Period 

II. 1811-1865: Nation-building, Wars & Alliances

III. 1865-1985: Liberals, Authoritarians & Modernization

IV.  1985-2022: Democracy & Reforms 
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Uruguay’s early 
& deep roots of 

freedom

◼ Artigas national hero - “father of nationhood“

◼ Staunch democrat & federalist, opposed to monarchism 

and centralism, influenced by liberalism of Thomas Paine

◼ Independence day, Aug 25, 1825, from “big brother” 
Brazil! 17

José Artigas 
(1764 –1850)

Obelisk of Montevideo -

celebrates first Uruguayan 

constitution with 3 statues 

representing "law", "liberty" 

and "force". 



Slow and troubled launch

◼ Without silver or gold, with fierce natives, was 
distant & unattractive to Europeans 

◼ Cattle and state preceded society – only 75,000 
population at independence

◼ Squeezed between Spanish and Portuguese 
empires, British crucial to independence 

◼ Montevideo best natural harbor in region and 
commercial site

◼ After independence plagued by political instability
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Politics 19th century –
Latin Style

◼ In 19th century typical Latin American

◼ Caudillismo (strongman domination)

◼ Foreign control of important sectors

◼ Land oligarchy – Majority illiterate

◼ Civil wars, instability (40 revolts 1830-1903)

◼ Refuge for Argentine exiles from dictator Rosas

◼ Tolerated "advanced" political and social ideas

◼ In Great War (1843-52), Garibaldi’s red shirts (of 
1861 Italian independence fame) fought Rosas
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Much outside “help” 
and instability  

◼ Intensive involvement by Britain,                                                 
France, Portugal-Brazil and Argentina made Uruguay 
a center for international conflicts- most important 
Great War 1839 to 1851

◼ Multiple expansions & crises due to cyclical exports
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In Latin America, independence came not of colonial 
ideology and political initiative, but of the weaknesses and 
misfortunes of Spain (and Portugal) at home, in the 
context of European rivalries and wars. - David Landis, The 
Wealth and Poverty of Nations, page 313



Growth began 
in mid-1800s 

◼ During post - Great War reconstruction after 
1851, grew rapidly but by 1910s weakened

◼ GDP growth correlated with cyclical trade prices

◼ 1920s industrialization, democratization, & 
expansion of welfare state made more egalitarian 

◼ In 1950s re-oriented to industry and away from 
beef with help of protectionism and clientelism

◼ Population growth rate on long-term decline
21

20th century cyclical and 
declining ag. prices



Much shuffling as Uruguay has 
risen to #1 GDP per capita
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Venezuela:  crashed 
from top to bottom

Argentina: faltered past 
decade

Chile & Uruguay risen to 
top

Lost decade



Since 1970s opened-up 
to trade again

◼ Trade mostly with 
Argentina, Brazil, China 
and US 

◼ Heavy dependence on 
trade (exports+imports)                          
40 % GDP

◼ Dependence higher than 
Argentina, Brazil, US or 
China
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World Trade Center Montevideo



Dwarfed but 
outdid neighbors

◼ Although dwarfed by Brazil and Argentina, has 
higher standard of living and stronger democracy

◼ Years of economic growth and promoting 
technology has made tech-savvy 

◼ Launched Digital Agenda 2008-10 with 1st

country with “One Laptop per Child”

◼ No utopia, but creating policy to compete in 
today’s global economy

24



Now, equalitarian & 
highly ranked in region

◼ Highly ranked in S America                                          
as egalitarian, high income and low poverty

◼ Income equality greater and more improved than 
in Southern Cone or US

◼ Chile, Brazil and US – inequality increasing

◼ High rankings in  - Human Development, 
Economic Freedom, Prosperity, Democracy, 
Happiness Index …

◼ High public trust in government, low corruption 
and a consensus-based political approach 25



Multi-cultural 
& Secular
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◼ 88% of population of European descent - more 
Italian than either Spanish or Portuguese

◼ Most secular in S America – low role of religion

◼ Catholic 47%, non-Catholic Christians 11%, 
nondenominational 23%, atheist or agnostic 17%

◼ Football (soccer) most popular sport – won 
Olympics in 1924 & 1928, World Cup in 1930 & 
1950 and most (15) Copa América titles

Not only soccer 
champ, but 

2013 
Economist

country of year



Party politics of 
Uruguay- Modern style

◼ Uruguay’s 1967 Constitution created a strong 
presidency subject to legislature and judiciary 

◼ Party system – Leftish Colorado and Conservative 
National parties with predominance Colorado for 
15 years 

◼ In 2019, Luis Lacalle of center-right National 
Party won tight race and now president

27



Uruguay earlier and 
still more 

democratic than 
Brazil & Argentina

◼ Strong executive power and rivalry between 2 rival 
parties liberal and conservative

◼ Liberal José Batlle (1903-07, 1911-1915) transformed

◼ Freedom of expression and press, proportional 
representation, women vote , end death penalty

◼ Free & compulsory primary education, support trade 
unions, right to strike, maternity leave, 8-hour day … 

◼ Uruguay, now the most politically and 
economically advanced in South America 28



◼ Equality of income distribution in Uruguay past 40 years 
has improved most of Argentina, Brazil and US

◼ Share of top 10% has declined, share of Middle 40% and 
Bottom 50% increased 29

Income class Year Uruguay Argentina Brazil US

Top 10% 1980 47% 49% 55% 34%

Top 10 % 2019 42% 42% 59% 45%

Middle 40% 1980 38% 40% 34% 47%

Middle 40% 2019 40% 41% 31% 41%

Bottom 50% 1980 15% 11% 11% 19%

Bottom 50% 2019 18% 17% 10% 13%

Pre-Tax National Income 

Distribution of Southern Cone

WID.world - WID - World Inequality Database



What has made Uruguay what it is 
today?

◼ Resources: temperate climate, natural port, abundant 
farmland, river/ocean access, based on renewable not 
exhaustible resources, mostly European, secular not 
religious, less slavery, few conquistadors

◼ Technology: improved wild cattle, Digital Agenda 
“One Laptop per Child,” tech savvy, free compulsory 
education for 100+ years

◼ Institutions: Capitalism, federated, multi-party, 
sought liberty, early social welfare and democracy

◼ Foreign: Open to trade, immigration & cooperation, 
much early conflict, but stable for recent decades 
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History: Contested Iberian colony, w/o precious metals



Uruguay’s 
balanced power of 

society & state

◼ Deep roots of freedom

◼ Both strong society &                                       
government

◼ Resilience – repeatedly overcame setbacks

◼ Willing to compromise & cooperate with more 
powerful countries 

◼ Multiple competing political parties & philosophies

◼ Federated and multi-department government 

31

Uruguay´s motto “Liberty or Death” 



Under-appreciated 
Uruguay

Summary & Conclusions

◼ Favorable location and climate

◼ Contested by Spain, Portugal, Britain, France, 
Argentina and Brazil for 300 years, finally declared 
independence in 1825

◼ Despite desire for freedom, until mid-1800s  typical 
Latin politics – Caudillismo, civil wars, instability, 
foreign influence, land oligarchy, inequality …

◼ Transitioned to become with Chile, most politically 
and economically advanced on continent

32
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Timeline of Uruguay's Regresses & Progresses  
1516-1811 Colonial Period 

1516: Only 15,000 natives but most died from European diseases, genocide and conflict

1516: Portuguese's first explorer Solís killed (eaten) by natives

1529-1600: Magellan and Cabot visit but absence of gold and silver limited settlement

1603: Cattle introduced and greatly multiplied to be key to exports

1775: Treaty of Madrid secured Spanish control , settlers were given land 

1776: Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata was established with Buenos Aires capital 

1806-7: British invasions of the Río de la Plata, ended by alliance against Napoleon 

1810: May Revolution in Buenos Aires led to United Provinces of Rio de la Plata.

1811-1865 Nation-building, Wars and Alliances
1812-20 - Fight against Argentinian and Brazilian invaders

1812-14 Siege of Montevideo ended Spanish rule

1813: General Artigas ( "Father of Uruguay") sought freedom from Buenos Aires

1816-20: Brazil invaded, by 1820 defeated Artigas and incorporated into Brazil

1828: Treaty of Montevideo - Brazil and Argentina recognize independent Uruguay 

1839-65: "Guerra Grande" -  Civil War Blancos defeated liberal Colorados

1865-1985: Liberals, Authoritarianism and Modernization

Appendix of supplemental information
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Timeline of Uruguay's Regresses & Progresses  
1865-1985: Liberals, Authoritarianism and Modernization

1865: Leftist Colorados began century of rule despite much conflict

1865-70: Uruguay joins Argentina & Brazil  to  take areas from Paraguay

1933:  Great Depression political crisis and dictatorial regime

1951-73: President replaced with 9-member council under new democratic constitution

1967: Colorados won & became repressive 

1973-85: Military dictatorship - many tortured, imprisoned & fled

1984: Violent protests against repression and economic depression

1985-2021: Democracy and Reforms 
1985: Colorados won presidency and implemented economic reforms and democracy

1996-2004: Batlle's presidency marked by recession and closure of banks

2003-19: Extended GDP/capita increase of record 17 consecutive years

2004: Leftist Vazquez wins president, a dramatic political shift

2006: Pays off billion-dollar debt to IMF

2008: Discovery of potential large natural gas field off coast

2009: Rare country to avoid recession during Great Recession

2020: Highest Happiness score of S America

2021: Lowest Covid death rate in S Cone - lower than US  

2002 May - Emergency measures, including tax increases, are announced by President Batlle in an effort to prevent Argentina's financial crisis from spilling over the border.

Appendix of supplemental information



Uruguay: ranks better than others 
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US 16

Uruguay 30

Brazil 38

Argentina 57

World Happiness 

Ranking 2022

Appendix of supplemental information

Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score

US 24 495 38 478 19 502 14 505

 Chile 50 438 60 417 46 444 44 452

 Uruguay 54 424 59 418 55 426 49 427

 Brazil 65 400 71 384 67 404 58 413

 Argentina 67 395 72 379 66 404 64 402

 China (B-S-J-Z)[note 1]1 591 1  China (B-S-J-Z)[note 1]590  China (B-S-J-Z)[note 1]555 1

Country

PISA 2018 scores and ranks for 79 countries 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a worldwide study by 

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in member and non-

member nations intended to evaluate educational systems by measuring 15-year-old school 

pupils' scholastic performance 

Average ReadingScienceMathematics



Human Tide: 
Infant mortality & 

life expectancy

◼ Big drop in infant 
mortality since 
1950

◼ Life expectancy of 
80+ years catch-
up to US by 2075

◼ Uruguay better 
than Brazil or 
Argentina

36
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